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The BookCenter is an easy-to-use and efficient tool for managing and organizing your book collection. Not only because of its well-designed user interface - which enables easy-view operation - but also because of the support which the program offers. A good example is automated data supplementation via web query, which can be used to get book information about books from the Internet. It greatly simplifies the maintenance of your book collection.
Here are some key features of "Hill Solutions BookCenter": • This program gives you an easy-to-use, quick and direct overview of your book collection • It can record a wide range of general information like Title, Subtitle, Author, Publisher, ISBN, Series, Cover picture,. • Fields to save specific information for a book • Location, Condition, Rating, Comment, etc. • It has extensive filter, search and sorting capabilities with full-text search • Automated data
supplementation via web query • For instance you input the ISBN, and the programs gathers information from the Internet. • High speed input via ISBN or EAN number • Easy-view lend management with analyses • With contact and address management • in addition to regular features such as password protection, analyses and code tables (like authors, publisher, book types,. ) Feature List: Easy-to-use and efficient tool for managing your book collection. •
The BookCenter records detailed information about all books in your library in a completely customized and efficient manner. • To search for a book you need to enter only one of its many general information. • The BookCenter has an extensive filter and search function which can be used to narrow down to a particular book or books. • You can record and retrieve information on more than 25,000 titles with ease. • With this program you can record and
retrieve all sorts of book information, such as ISBN, name, EAN, Author, Publisher, Series, Condition, Rating, Comments,. • To keep track of books lent to you or those of friends or others, you can automatically add all the books you loan, and read, to the BookCenter. • With the BookCenter you can check at a glance how many books are in your library, what the condition of these books is, what your favourite books are, which books are most often lent
out and, perhaps most importantly, who borrows your books. • BookCenter can be used in combination with EAN numbers
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A major strength of this bookkeeping program is the combination of standard user interface and enhanced features which include advanced search, editable field validation, and macro commands. In addition to the basic bookkeeping features (Edit, Print, Export, Online Order and View), you can search for books using exact or partial text on the ISBN, Title, Author, Subtitle, Publisher, Series, Series Number, and Condition, as well as the Bookstore, and
Copies. A visual comparison of the most important filters is available in the View feature. You can compare all the variables and the fields are editable. After search or book view is complete, a list of available books is displayed in the Book Table. This enables you to remove all books that are out of date, which has no effect on the actual amount of space on the hard disk. The program provides the necessary power and functionality to create and maintain a
sophisticated library system. Price: The price depends on the volume of data to be entered. Please contact us for a quotation. Minimum Data: Please contact us for a quote. Macro Features: MACRO Commands: - Edit - Delete - Copy - Print - File - Print All - Export - Find (Specific ISBN) - Sort - Analyze - Information - Display - Compare - View - Add - Print (Book Table) - Export - Macro Menu - Menu Bar - Menu - Info - Edit (Fields) - Add - Delete View (Filter) - Data - Edit (Library) - Data (Book) - Data (Expert) - Settings - Exit - Start - Save - Home - Cancel - Help - Batch - Add - Edit - Delete - Copy - Print - Find (Specific ISBN) - Sort - Analyze - Information - Display - Compare - View - Add - Delete - View (Filter) - Data - Edit (Library) - Data (Book) - Data (Expert) - Settings - Exit - Start - Save - Home - Cancel - Help - Batch - Add - Edit - Delete - Copy - Print - Find (Specific ISBN) - Sort Analyze - Information - Display 1d6a3396d6
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"Hill Solutions BookCenter" is an easy-to-use and efficient tool for managing and organizing your book collection. Not only because of its well-designed user interface - which enables easy-view operation - but also because of the support which the program offers. A good example is automated data supplementation via web query, which can be used to get book information about books from the Internet. It greatly simplifies the maintenance of your book
collection. Here are some key features of "Hill Solutions BookCenter": ￭ This program gives you an easy-to-use, quick and direct overview of your book collection ￭ It can record a wide range of general information like Title, Subtitle, Author, Publisher, ISBN, Series, Cover picture,. ￭ Fields to save specific information for a book ￭ Location, Condition, Rating, Comment, etc. ￭ It has extensive filter, search and sorting capabilities with full-text search ￭
Automated data supplementation via web query ￭ For instance you input the ISBN, and the programs gathers information from the Internet. ￭ High speed input via ISBN or EAN number ￭ Easy-view lend management with analyses ￭ With contact and address management ￭ in addition to regular features such as password protection, analyses and code tables (like authors, publisher, book types,. ) Our Review: We have reviewed a demo version of the
program. We have the usual features you expect in a software of its kind, such as the ability to manage books, offers functionalities like ISBNs, BISACs, etc. We also checked the possibilities for ISBN-automated data supplementation by web queries. So we can say that it has plenty of features that we need in a program of its kind. But with a "Hill Solutions BookCenter" demo version, you'll be able to get a good idea of the possibilities of the program. You
can download it free and check out the demo version. It is a good program with many features to fit a wide range of book management needs. "Hill Solutions BookCenter" is available in the following languages: English, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French, Polish, Hebrew, Hungarian, Czech, Czech, Romanian, Russian, Turkish, Turkish, Greek, Arabic, Hungarian, Finnish, Slovak, Lithuanian, Turkish,

What's New In?
The BookCenter is an easy-to-use and efficient tool for managing and organizing your book collection. Not only because of its well-designed user interface - which enables easy-view operation - but also because of the support which the program offers. A good example is automated data supplementation via web query, which can be used to get book information about books from the Internet. It greatly simplifies the maintenance of your book collection.
Here are some key features of "Hill Solutions BookCenter": ￭ This program gives you an easy-to-use, quick and direct overview of your book collection ￭ It can record a wide range of general information like Title, Subtitle, Author, Publisher, ISBN, Series, Cover picture,... ￭ Fields to save specific information for a book ￭ Location, Condition, Rating, Comment, etc. ￭ It has extensive filter, search and sorting capabilities with full-text search ￭ Automated
data supplementation via web query ￭ For instance you input the ISBN, and the programs gathers information from the Internet. ￭ High speed input via ISBN or EAN number ￭ Easy-view lend management with analyses ￭ With contact and address management ￭ in addition to regular features such as password protection, analyses and code tables (like authors, publisher, book types,... ) * The kind of the Internet connection is at the users side. User has to
use the internet via a usual browser, and not via a special browser. Recent changes: 16 Nov 2006 02:31:02 Version 2.0 * The kind of the Internet connection is at the users side. User has to use the internet via a usual browser, and not via a special browser. Description The BookCenter is an easy-to-use and efficient tool for managing and organizing your book collection. Not only because of its well-designed user interface - which enables easy-view operation
- but also because of the support which the program offers. A good example is automated data supplementation via web query, which can be used to get book information about books from the Internet. It greatly simplifies the maintenance of your book collection. Here are some key features of "Hill Solutions BookCenter": ￭ This program gives you an easy-to-use, quick and direct overview of your book collection ￭ It can record a wide range of general
information like Title, Subtitle, Author, Publisher, ISBN, Series, Cover picture,... ￭ Fields to save specific information for a book ￭ Location, Condition, Rating, Comment, etc. &#
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System Requirements For Hill Solutions BookCenter:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel i5-2400 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 or Radeon HD 6670 (DirectX 11) Hard Disk: 8 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel i7-2600 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 or Radeon HD 6970 (DirectX 11) Do not try this
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